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ABSTRACT We demonstrate superresolution fluorescence imaging of cells using bioconjugated CdSe/ZnS quantum dot markers. Fluorescence blueing of quantum dot cores facilitates separation of blinking markers residing closer than the diffraction barrier. The high number of successively emitted photons enables ground state depletion microscopy followed by individual marker return with a resolving power of the size of a single dot (∼12 nm). Nanoscale imaging is feasible with a simple webcam.
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For many years it was widely accepted that the resolution of any lens-based light microscope is limited to about half the wavelength of light. This notion has been changed by the discovery that fluorophore transitions between a fluorescent (“on”) state and a nonfluorescent (“off”) state, affords far-field optical imaging with diffraction-unlimited spatial resolution. Specifically, serially enabling (groups of) markers to occupy the fluorescent on state, while ensuring that their surrounding neighbors remain in the off state, allowed the successive recording of features closer than the diffraction limit. Various far-field fluorescence nanoscopy techniques sharing this characteristic have emerged since then. They can be classified into two families depending on the way the switching and signal readout is implemented.

In the targeted switching and readout approach with stimulated emission depletion (STED) and RESOLFT microscopy as its prototype, the on–off state contrast is prepared at a predefined coordinate at the sample using a light distribution featuring one or many zero intensity points or lines. The more recent stochastic approaches called (fluorescence) photoactivatable localization (PALM) and stochastic optical reconstruction (STORM) microscopy differ by the fact that the switching and readout are performed stochastically in space. In these concepts, wide-field illumination turns individual off state markers into the on state such that within the diffraction range (<300 nm) less than a single marker is able to emit on average. The coordinate of this marker is found out from calculating the centroid of its diffraction pattern rendered by a high aperture lens on a camera, which is possible if in its on state the marker emits m photons. The position of the marker is established with an accuracy of approximately \( \Delta / m^{1/2} \), where \( \Delta \) denotes the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the diffraction spots and \( m \) is the number of detected photons.

The apparent need for photoactivatable or photoswitchable compounds, such as cyanines or switchable proteins, limited the general applicability of the actual PALM/STORM imaging. A solution to this problem was brought about by the insight that a stochastic type of nanoscopy can also be performed with elementary state transitions of conventional dyes, namely, through ground state depletion by shelving the dye in a metastable dark state. In ground state depletion microscopy followed by individual molecule return (GS-DIM), also called dSTORM, the ordinary singlet state of the fluorophore is the on state whereas a metastable dark state (e.g., a triplet or redox state) is its off complement. As these states are inherent to basically any fluorophore, GS-DIM can operate with any fluorophores, provided the on–off ratios are suitable. In GS-DIM, excitation intensities are applied that switch all but <1 marker within the diffraction range to the metastable off state, from where individual markers stochastically return to the on state, which is the ordinary singlet system. The photon bursts from molecules in the singlet system are recorded before the molecules return to the off state or are bleached. Since fluorescence generation and off-switching is performed with a single laser wavelength, and because it requires just basic fluorophore states, GS-DIM is the most straightforward far-field optical nanoscopy approach at present.

Therefore, the question arises as to whether GS-DIM can be extended to inorganic nanocrystals. Fluorescent semiconductor quantum dots have received increased attention due to their remarkable photostability and brightness, both of which limit current nanoscopy methods. While a 44-fold increase in resolution over the diffraction barrier has been attained with special Mn-doped ZnSe nanocrystals in the RESOLFT mode by using excited-state absorption, this...
on–off switching mechanism is not easily transferable to other quantum dot types.

A favorable attribute of quantum dots is that their photoluminescence may feature large intensity fluctuations, known as blinking. While recent quantum dot research has aimed at eliminating blinking, the stochastic toggling between an on and off state clearly bears potential for superresolution imaging. Therefore, quantum dot blinking has recently been used to enhance spatial resolution down to 50 nm in a technique called superresolution optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI) whereby the on–off fluctuations of the recorded frames are evaluated through correlation functions of different orders. In fact, blinking has been applied earlier to distinguish between two quantum dots within the diffraction limit in a technical sample. However, in order for a method to qualify as a superresolution imaging concept, it must be able to separate an, in principle, arbitrarily high number of markers, or at least a number of markers residing within the diffraction range that is as high as encountered in dense labeling. This goal has not been reached so far with quantum dots, because native quantum dots spent a rather short time in the off state, causing the diffraction spots from several emitters to overlap on the camera. With numerous localizations failing as a result, many markers have to be discarded, leaving dark patches in the images (Figure 1).

Since prebleaching or reducing the concentration of the marker is not satisfactory either, GSDIM of quantum dots requires observation of their blinking kinetics. The duration of the on-state periods can be easily controlled by the light intensity applied. The reason is that multiexciton generation and subsequent charging by Auger autoionization are elevated at high intensities, reducing the probability for long on-state periods during recording. The transition rate from an off to an on state, on the other hand, is ideally reduced to a level where all but one marker within the diffraction volume remain dark at a given point in time.

We now show that quantum dots indeed feature spectral properties suitable for far-field optical imaging beyond the diffraction barrier. Specifically, upon steady illumination, quantum dot emission continuously shifts toward shorter wavelengths, a phenomenon known as blueing. By stochastically affecting nearly all quantum dots of a densely labeled sample, blueing enables the sequential preparation of subclasses of quantum dots having different emission wavelengths within the diffraction volume. Exploiting the blinking of the transient subclass of blue-shifted quantum dots, GSDIM now yields images of biological samples with nanoscale resolution.

The process of gradual blueing is attributed to a continuous size reduction of the CdSe core due to photooxidation, thus differing from the minor effects of spectral diffusion and Stark shift caused by surface dipoles. Upon exposure to oxygen, selenium surface atoms of a CdSe core are photooxidized, creating an evaporating SeO2 surface film which causes the nanocrystal to degrade over time (Figure 2A). The increased confinement of excitons broadens the energetic gap between their valence and conduction bands and irreversibly blue shifts their emission wavelength. If not bleached earlier, the quantum dots are turned off by complete photooxidation of the core. The speed of which the emission peak shifts toward shorter wavelengths is proportional to the excitation intensity. The total spectral shift of the peak depends on the duration of the illumination.

As previously reported, CdSe/ZnS quantum dots exhibited an average blue shift of 29 nm from an initial emission wavelength of 570 nm under 20 kW cm−2 excitation intensity before photobleaching. While higher laser intensities accelerate the process of blueing, slow spectral blue shifts have also been observed under low-level illumination from a Xe arc lamp (∼3 W cm−2). From our analysis of approximately 200 measured fluorescence time traces of individual photooxidized quantum dots, we deduced that the duration of the off periods remains unaffected by the blueing process (Figure 3). However, thanks to an individual time lag between initial illumination and the onset of bleuing in each of the capped nanocrystals, the moment at which an individual core is photooxidized is randomly distributed in a nanocrystal ensemble and therefore also in a sample. The delay is believed to characterize the migration of oxygen through the ZnS layer at grain boundaries and dislocations. Temporal and spatial random photooxidation and blue shift of a sparse enough subset of quantum dots into a spectrally confined detection channel forms the basis of our solution for GSDIM of densely labeled structures.

Figure 2B exemplifies the proposed image acquisition scheme for three red-emitting quantum dots located within the diffraction limited volume (DLV). With nonchanging identical labels, GSDIM of normally labeled samples is compromised due to the brief off times. Stemming from several emitters with nearly identical emission, the blinking traces do not allow attribution to individual emitters. How-
ever, by shifting the detection window toward shorter wavelengths, the traces of individual emitters become visible because the spatial density of blinking emitters is reduced.

Under steady laser illumination, a subset of native nanocrystals is stochastically photooxidized and blue shifted into the new detection window chosen such that all quantum dots are initially in the off state. Upon entering the detection window, the dots are localized. In the course of image acquisition, sparse subsets of quantum dot markers are successively blue shifted into the spectral detection window and contribute to the GSDIM image. The overall effective off time of the quantum dots therefore is much larger because it includes their native off time and the time the quantum dot is outside the spectral detection window or is eventually bleached. Image acquisition is stopped when more than 90% of all native nanocrystal markers have been shifted and localized.

It should be noted that even in the blue-shifted state the dot emits a large number of photons before being bleached or further blue shifted. The large photon number is a major advantage of GSDIM imaging over other stochastic approaches. Adding all photons emitted by a single quantum dot during the entire measurement yields an effective localization precision close to the quantum dot core diameter of about 4 nm. Moreover, due to the large number of detected photons, most emitters are localized with high precision. This is in contrast to the virtually all stochastic superresolution (PALM, STORM, or GSDIM) applications reported so far, which by using organic fluorophores or...
fluorescent proteins discard the labels that, lacking sufficient brightness, cannot be localized precisely.

It is also worth mentioning that in contrast to approaches relying on separation of spectrally distinct organic dyes within a densely labeled sample, the quantum dot markers applied here are initially of the same type; they exhibit identical chemical, photochemical, and photophysical properties. Stochastic photooxidation during the measurement finally opens the door to a continuous space of separable states and enables diffraction-unlimited imaging.

The capability of this imaging scheme is demonstrated in immunofluorescence images of the microtubule network in mammalian PtK2 cells which has been labeled with commercially available quantum dots (Qdot 705 goat F(ab’2) antimouse IgG conjugate (H+L), Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The conventional epifluorescence image (Figure 4A) of the filamentous cytoskeleton structures of microtubules is contrasted with the resulting GSDIM image (Figure 4B) resolving individual filaments. To determine the resolution attainable under the applied conditions, single isolated spots in the cell were identified, most likely representing individual nonspecifically bound quantum dot markers. With a 5 nm pixel size (fulfilling the Nyquist criterion), a Gaussian fit to the line profile across the localization cluster of these particles exhibits a fwhm of 12 nm, giving a measure of the image resolution inside the cell (Figure 4G1). The average photon rate of a single quantum dot exceeds 1000 per frame, giving a localization accuracy of \( \approx 10 \text{ nm} \), detection noise considered. The measured effective resolution of 12 nm is thus in agreement with the theoretical expectation. By the same token, the many emitted photons afford short acquisition times. The apparent width of an individual microtubule filament in the GSDIM image is determined from its lateral cross-sectional profile shown in Figure 4G2. Derived from a Gaussian fit to the profile, the fwhm of quantum dot stained microtubules is 42 nm. Considering the \( \approx 25 \text{ nm} \) diameter of bare microtubule strands plus the primary and secondary antibodies having an overall size of 5–10 nm on either side, the fwhm matches the above diameter estimate.

The success of stochastic superresolution approaches in the past few years\(^{34} \) is, among others, due to the...
technical simplicity of the setup. The component partially inhibiting its wider use is the mandatory sensitive electron multiplying EM CCD camera which has so far been the only array detector sensitive enough for fast readout of single emitters. Our concept of quantum dot labeling now enables the use of much less sensitive detectors. The emitted signal is so bright that the thermally induced noise of conventional CCDs is readily exceeded. In Figure 5, the same microtubules sample measured by the EM CCD camera was now imaged using a webcam (Philips SPC900NC, Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Compared to the epifluorescence image, the resolution enhancement of webcam—GSDIM imaging is striking. Two regions of the GSDIM image have exemplarily been highlighted to display the resolved individual microtubule filaments. Quantitatively, the resolution potential is determined from the width of single, isolated spots in the image background; it amounts to \( \sim 25 \) nm. Neither the relatively high readout noise nor the internal compression of recorded images by the webcam obstructs attaining resolution at the nanoscale. The sub-diffraction webcam image is qualitatively and quantitatively comparable to the GSDIM image acquired by an EM CCD camera. It is also worthwhile noting that GSDIM is stochastic not only in space but also in time. GSDIM readout works with comparatively slow frame rates, because the blinking need not to be adjusted to the camera integration time.

Finally, it should be noted that the emission behavior of spherical quantum dots differs from most organic single dipole emitters. Their largely isotropic emission makes them less susceptible for localization errors caused by anisotropy effects.

In conclusion, we have shown that some of the unique properties of semiconductor quantum dots enable GSDIM nanoscopy with resolution down to about the size of a single dot. The challenge initially posed by the short dark periods has been met by successive blueing in exciton emission, enabling temporal and spatial separation of densely quantum dot labeled biological structures at the nanoscale. In the future, quantum dot off periods may be extended by nanocrystal modification or by addition of appropriate electron acceptors or donors to the sample. EM CCD cameras are no longer required. Nanoscale resolution has become possible using webcams. In fact, far-field fluorescence nanoscopy is now drastically simplified in terms of the required hardware. With quantum dots, any wide-field microscope retrofitted with a low-power diode laser and a low-priced webcam can be converted into an optical nanoscope. A powerful variant of fluorescence nanoscale imaging has thus become readily accessible, fueling the ongoing revolution in far-field optical resolution.
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